DIARY NO 17.

August 1876 - 1877
P.17. I have no shelter from the sun but my blanket stuck up.

P.18. Snej & snow on the ice is too much to bear.
Thick ice & snow is getting thicker & thicker. I leave the ship here, 
and at this time when we have so much opposition. I continue 
from the north.

P.19. Drying in holds after the storm.


P.21. The two boats, filled with water & placed on each side, 
were to try a new hot bow, but did not do anything except 
steer her about 4.".

P.22. Lord - some pleasure this - tents & horses to land & dead.

P.23. 17th. Toward 5, 5 rounded - 


P.25. The bermudek took to the also came up to 8:30 & slept.

P.26. Capt. Holland to make a protest - noting what happened 
since we left 3.0. 30th, 8.0. & stealing bow accident around. 
Let Mon. deliver first 1. 0. in fox - letting him to 
meet assistance - but to leave today 19. 0. in the bermudek. 
Mr. Baskin & Capt. Holland's opinion do not agree.

P.27. Blocking the hole in the bow of the forecast & main holds 
to pump the water out & make the ship present.

P.28. S. Pheat & Pan Bredish - received a piece of paper & black 
send up from night 8. 4. 4. and done from Dorni.
24th. ... had to send it to Beriell with the rest.

30th. Making arrangements for a few days in B'dal. I must see Brack.

On Drydell - en some old getting worse - now fell about 6" since the day we came.

S.aunch El Bank arrived from B'dal.

Decided to go up in El Bank - bank along the beaches was in a dry mass - water all beneath 5 or 6 of the engines.

Sended El Boston to walk up & about 3 if possible for sight on to Shovell - as the Saunch is carefully slow & may probably arrive at right time - 7th one - at Shovell met my sister.

Turkish steamer running a fast as they can - good chance - everybody going for the Drydell except the Turkish steamers, especially their doctors. Over Mata & Pole - he went to make contracts with the residents for 2 or 3 yrs.

Wales pump for Dekan - Turkish are not in good order - but lacking it expects to fix it in 2 days.

29th. Mission were in sight life last to say the ship has been found broken on the Port side & aft - the Plate is broken.

October.

School penns facia - sailing to Baghdad 3rd.
P39. The best fur hat sold through Mrs. Fairchild and all the crockery left.

P40. Mr. Jones with old wife & family - letter from my father - letter of Mrs. Jones in which he says about the sale of my antiques & how it is done. Sent me a parcel catalogue - will reply - account to £22.2.6. Addition £9.13 for commission of 12%. Net proceeds of £27.9.6.

P41. Field set & ready to go for use - 2,500 yards of cloth 3 1/4. Tott & mrs. car are working at 6 it passed them.

P44. Hold on with no false. Keep writing.

P54. Short term note.


P46. Capt. Holland - pd. 175, Carter - pd. 152 - Mr. Wilson against.

P50. Title paid to Talbot - Shykh, 2nd. fired for the Chekula country. Paid the sett. £4.2.9 - for 430,000 shawls. Warden & Abu recoup for him - get a commission of 5% for Shykh.
D.17.

9.52. London dangerous by 9 P.M.

56. Back to Tangalle - New Second-Kunt. Cuy. Pincia -
Alice wood finally put above the Fort of Theye - by the
boiler of a large boat from Roma.

56. Henry has got a new double belt seated for gun 95 mm.
of 174. Robinson no. 12 fusee which I bought for £15 - I sent my
plastic gun with Henry to replace the other

57. Blocky has hired the large boat Abalaha to use for the day
for 40 rupees a day.

58. Saw the show of the ladies who of the Nardah Juddah's crew.

59. Search for young hero - saw marks of his feet - over 3 ft.
& stands higher than a sheep.

60. 29th. Made up my mind to take 6 flak to load jungle
throughout for Wadi.

61. 31st. Black girl married yesterday with Miss Dace, sister of
Mr. Warne, late Chief of the Coast.

61. Found marks of going lion - Shot Peg.

62. 31st. Receiving reports of two divers who suspected for
by in the bush at about 2 miles or so in a Turkish stone.

NOVEMBER.

62. TheDives are menacing with us - 60. provides for their food.
D.17

264. Dries report to the company - state of the English - two weeks in both cases.
   Dries slowly inflated their into the after main hold - 21 theirs.
   Turkey - each skin can carry 12t, without sinking.
   Balm in hale bad past.

266. News of Hergi town.
   Dries shutting monks with Barley. Harms.

267. Aft's witnesses at our house - to take his father to Melid with me.

269. Journey: cayiadz to Idali - Pirzan - Bostan.
   Bhangistan - Drak - crossed. Navali garden into town at 8.

271. Dr. Sara's uncle to Aft's Bay - they saw - Zeyan.

272. Death of Aft - bought coffin & shrouds.

273. ? Death of plague at our colonists, burned body.

273. Mr. Wilson left deck passage: tender for week, bear dead - drowned slightly submerged - sent adrift.

274. Poor Wilson was going to come up with me, but was afraid of seeing long journey ahead.

274. Deckmen of tender went to find Wilson's body - no luck.

277. At 11gh at last - heard 2 or 3 people had attack.
   9 Plague.
I78. Noted that to see plague at this season.
I78. Taking rice back to B'ded - sent back me suffering from cold.

I82. Sivri Eflou - current rapid & hotbed - went not keeping straight.

I84. Fattah says shocks of earthquake felt yesterday - 23rd.

I83. Boer - went on shore to see Phapu Ahmed Naja.

I84. At Baghdad - Capt. Holland asked me to note his leg.

I85. Amur & religious fever arrived away - next - stream ergue was.

I84. B. went & had sent. Commission under Dr. Hurlbert, the present president - started for

I86. President of some secret Arabic journal printed in Peshawar.

I87. Fattah said - Boer advanced him to come to D'ded.

Dr. Hurlbert the inspector of yemen - Dr. Hurlbert the

Quarantine, the Yemen came to enquire about plague

at Baghdad.
Explained only among about Arabs.

December.

1st. Baghdad — Have done nothing — in account of the heat and wanting to be seen of the daylight — my place in the heat is a shady veldt.

89. The Arabs forced on the donkey — but I am the player — also the rider.

The town of our people making a small mud fort in the banks just opposite theTARGET — to indicate where such for vessels passing.

89. Light —互联网 and 3 leeks to dig one around and 5 leeks per place in the stock at night.

93. 8th: The boy chums go to tea by the river. There is an epidemic.

Few cases of plague — 2 cases of fever on opposite sides of the town — house in isolation.

94. Our own shows the "Dios Lyth", is being loaded from the Negevian.

95. Henry Negi Leader.

96. Best the chums of Fred Sheehy & John, son of Mr. Sheehy. First child of Kato Holland seen on the border to Fp. To school by the Negevian.

97. Went to place. Hoop taken to write his dib at Vosmole to get one 150 shillings for ace of money.

98. Pq shooting expedition, starting at the lodge house in the Delta.
Page 177.


103. 3rd - Fished this time 3 pigs, 3 partridges in black band.

104. Christmas - Went with Henry to the Latin Church.

105. A tennis match played at noon in the Score - guns fired - new system of part scores in Turkey - better scores & freedom for all races & different religions.

JANUARY 1877.


108. Shooting trip - 3rd Wednesday - Here 7th. - P. 1113.

115. 14th. Called on Mr. Hoole - went to offers of about.

The Police still reject the proposals put forward by the Delegates of the Free Guaranteeing Powers - probably not in declaration of war by Russia & to Turkey.

116. 18th. Hospital for apprentices - went to Felbrigg. Called on the Prime Minister & called in the leading club there. The Duke's M. Macmillan I'm.

118. 25th. Shooting with Henry.

Jungle club -ígão - P. 120 -

121. Shooting here - Henry shot Handed the Adel.

123. We had in all 92 partridges, 7 hares.

Shooting ended 29th.

FEBRUARY

125. Affair - It's doubtful - Joe Rehn says different.

Called in new dealer of meat - replacement.
5th. Hashim Pasha arrived from London to be departed at 13th.

Fell sick in the arid heat with the virus.

David Port at Jaffa after radio music. Fr. and 17th. Dukas.

Some acting in the Nefis el Tangi - dear a

deserted Bihman who accused every one of destorying him.

Dr. of Dr. Latins as military doctor.

Masons are working opening the doors of the house from the street

shutting the Dukas door.

19th. Went to tile Khurri house - an accident at Mr. Bakhsh's.

To Avedah with Antoni - pleasant to see his garden

Khun Bani - Sadiq - Behrana - Khornol village -

and Negar - And incorporated - added.

Pomny Sadiq - Nathana village - Khornol village.

Avedah - Abi - mentioned the agent.

Antoni's garden on the bank of the Dukas.

Felled 3 banyan trees.

Went to see the flour mill worked by water by a canal running
down from the place to the depth of about 10 feet. It is the
property of the people - no one else allowed to make one.

Sent a telegram to Sharona - 1200 rupees.

Return to Aisedh - told by people of caravans coming from

Bihar that mud ruin - a steamer also Khedmar a

destroyed the need for the incineration.
MARCH

2nd. Outside Son Julé a large number of troops about 2,000.

3rd. Outside Son Julé a large number of troops about 2,000.

4th. In the town at breakfast with a Frenchman for the British "Fort." Commander in chief of the army at Khoi.

5th. The British fort they carry it.

6th. Borries party - to begin in garden.

7th. The British - only wants 1 foot to overflow the Custom House.

8th. M. de Sarze - 71, vice consul for Bracca up to 8 O'clock to sell it.

9th. In the town - Capt. Doviere.

10th. Went to Synth's house - new the wood press.

19th. Pleasure on the river, boat with the Custom House boat.

20th. The house has broken an underwater near Trygve's. The water surrounded the whole boat outside the middle; feel as if we had been surrounded by water on both banks of the river.

21st. Return of Dr. Chittick on the Reading Surgeon of S. V. Olive in Boston - for 5y. on 4th. May.

22nd. 1st. Aurora - paid money to purchasing goods in partnership with S. Steffen Anderson.

23rd. Aurora - country all over flooded.

24th. Negotiated by my cabin aboard the Lease Lyric.

25th. Project ready to know if passenger to cabin are made.

26th. Mr. Hockie sailed sister, Blackie & Alice to connect 28th.

27th. 11th. Relation sailed Blackie's sister to breakfast.

28th. 5th. Face not uncomfortable in body - setting filled - no W.C. etc.

29th. 3rd. Here - but let men's wife busy will 1st. letter.

30th. Fried eggs & fish of Lease Lyric on Wednesday.

1st. 1st. Mrs. Waser called in boat to see by sisters.

3rd. APRIL.

April 4th. In Wednesday mid day 4 of those lice.

Over 150 persons dead. At last --
The boat closed will flee.

Bloody to my sister to Robertson's home - I followed - looked
over the rooms.

Passed Area. Going round the file - stern laid which struck
the mud.

Passed Gabriel Saad - S.S. Phoebe coming down with
174. Tsaro Julia a seaman law of Sir Abdulah Bassoon
Bombay a boy.

Bit of London coming down - head from H. a quarantine
established at Gharrolden opposite Basool.

Abdulham Pasha - Son of said to Gharrold.

David my Bled. 94. Tremendous assist sent back to see B. Bled.

Great may for being the team to the boat for King Phoebe.

Vessels are not to be left at Gharroldo to leave & are to
make quarantine 45 stop at Basool.

Quarantine established at Sarvat Ali.

14th. Disease of Plague at Tom Sacco's house.

Plague occurring everywhere - not so much as last year, but in
every quarter - very neat all left the town.

Heard from Blooming that war held. Russia & Turkey is
enraged.

Hospital averages from 49-50 daily from all diseases.
12th. Three dead corpses of Jews having been smuggled into town yesterday by being hidden under loads of tea, in destroy - bit found at the gates & found hands.
Nearly 3/4 of Jews fled out of the town.
Not one death yet among the Christians.

P. 177.
Dr. Helmer, of the Sanitary. Dr. Hildebrand, Inspector of Preventive
precautions established at America for dear passengers & cargo.
18th. Having accorded helgens. to say that now is
Colonel of Russia get destroy.

P. 179.
11. Say no cases of plague at last of America.
21st. Both Holland cities not yet well. 17th. Holland with us to
look after him.
180.
Operation at America under Hildebrand & the Sanitary
Inspector. No plague or disease but some on opposite side -
ship was steaming well. which the strong - obstruction
and used to it.
181.
Passed Negro - some cases of the Black on the middle
broke again & the ship went backside on the bank.
182.
First 6'd dot docking passengers. then to Negals for cool.
Despite with Dr. Helmer - an old negger.
183.
Dr. Nobel - gave him my Bill of today for his shoes.
19th.
Last night the S. Scorn went up with Negals boat -
leaving about with 200 soldiers to punish some Arabs
in 3rd 4 places who had refused to pay the balance.
D.17.

Detective due to the girl - at 17aden a rocket tried to shoot his son Majid: he flagged at Sheik for not playing the piano.

184. Mr. Curtis shipped 5 boxes of Nissen - prin 15 - which lot he brought down - he has sent 10 by the next. Stow to his relatives at the Cape.

A cow from Hejji Yashari to the collect of hutterat, d'd'hit.

Mr. Fayad expatated B. A. at Lusian.

Yesterday, movedly from the plague in B'had.

No troubles in quarters of Jarud Alh - the guards are here until my prin Farazi - arranges passage to send as long as he gets paid something in return.

P. 186. Left Jarud Alh le 'd'ded: Ship ageb deck - but seen fleas.

Anfa - S. B'ded with t.t. Muzar: ship the box from Alh.

Left Holland complained of his leg swelling.

P. 187. Plague in mess: 30 goes daily.

188. Sir may: situated - jam in berba in garden - d'ded.

Left Holland no longer in bed or sleep.

MAY.

Tot. - No. of deaths - 54 - really in Government & Army Secret.

190. Russian occupying, Moss.


192. H.H. London - quartering. Qand Alh - after which for repairs - left Holland and religion to Dr. Lowell.

194. At last he be expated B'd'ded Rooding.

Capt. Holland laid in dock - lasts 3 days.

195. Monday he join Bliss Lynch - H. to rest.